
Defect Repair Report as of 1/9/12

Description Version Fixed

 Version 24.00

Framework

In EFI Pace, the system no longer produces an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message if you do
not have permissions for time fields that are related to date fields.

680

In EFI Pace, when you use the interactive viewer to preview a report, the system no longer
caches data and now correctly displays changes when you preview the report a second time.

838

In EFI Pace, when you set the appliance properties RESTARTAPPS parameters to 'weekly'
(running weekly restart), the system clears the form cache daily to increase performance.

984

User Interface

In EFI Pace, the system now staggers start times for seeded scheduled tasks that you schedule
to start at the AR Setup Business Day Start Time or at 12:00 AM (if there is no AR Setup
Business Day Start Time) to improve performance. These scheduled tasks include Vendor Aging,
Reset Notification Counts, Reset GL Setup Period, Delete Bill Of Lading, and Reset Inventory.

1012

In EFI Pace, the PrintFlow Job Importer PaceConnect now displays warnings only when you
enable the debug mode.

1012

In EFI Pace, the system now properly closes pop-up pages, as applicable, when you update
them, instead of producing a blank page.

459

In EFI Pace, the Date Modified column in the Job History module now sorts correctly, and the
report parameters now sort by the ID field.

476

In EFI Pace, you can now preview reports when you set the primary language of your browser to
Russian.

680

In EFI Pace, the system no longer generates an inconsistent "false dirty sync" message on the
General tab of the Estimate Quantity Detail page when you add an estimate.

721

In EFI Pace, when you use the Quick Search feature and there are no matching records, the
wildcard search results no longer appear behind the breadcrumbs. Instead, the system now
displays the message "No Records Found."

727

In EFI Pace, you can now properly view and save reports with the following file types in all
supported browsers: PDF, CSV, HTML, RTF and XLS.

880

In EFI Pace, when you preview a report in a Google Chrome browser, the system displays an
Excel download link instead of a blank page.

975

Job Control Center

In the Job Control Center module, the system no longer displays an error when you duplicate a
job if the same contact already exists on the job and you check the box in the "Allow duplicate job
contacts" field on the Company Detail page.

1048

In the Job Control Center module, the [Go To Estimate]/[Go To Quote] button label appears
based on whether you convert a job from an estimate or a quote. The button now displays the
source estimate or quote from either the job or job part.

162

In the Job Control Center module, the value for the "Max Length" field for UDFs that have foreign
keys is now 10 for Job objects and 5 for JobPart objects.

317

In the Job Control Center module, the system now correctly displays the print preview for job part
details across all supported browsers without any text overlay.

669
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Job Control Center

In the Job Control Center module, in the Network Locations on the job part detail, if the root folder
includes a subfolder, the Network Location Browser correctly navigates through the file system
without any errors.

669

In the Job Control Center module, the Job Part Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) displays the
Shipment sub-report correctly based on the Display Shipment parameter you enter.

781

In the Job Control Center module, the Materials section of the Job Jacket report
(jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) no longer displays a formula error.

797

In the Job Control Center module, when a job part includes forms you select on the Print tab, the
system displays the ink information from the job part press form on the Job Jacket
(jobcontrol-jacket.rpt). If you deselect the "Use Forms" field on the Print tab, the system displays
the ink information from the job part Ink tab on the job jacket.

848

In the Job Control Center module, when you use job-level shipments, the Job Jacket report
(jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now correctly groups shipment quantity information when you set the report
to show detail.

898

Job Costing

In the Job Costing module, the system now checks the box in the "Active" field on the Cost Center
Type Add page by default.

60

In the Job Costing module, the Cost Center Productivity report (cost-center-productivity.rpt) no
longer times out when you use a large date range such as a month.

781

In the Job Costing module, when you run the WIP Detail report (jobcost-wip-detail-report.rpt),
costs created with the following activity code settings appear as material costs: Paper=false,
Outside Purchase=false, Charge Basis=no hours.

954

In the Job Costing module, the Cost of Goods Sold report (cogs-report.rpt) now properly displays
report totals.

969

Inventory

In the Inventory module, when you add new location bins, the system now correctly displays the
Add page.

656

In the Inventory module, when you view job usage for an inventory item, the system now filters
the associated job materials by the job status (open, closed, all).

713

In the Inventory module, when a you auto-create a purchase order (purchase-order-r1.rpt) from
the Inventory Item Detail page, the system now creates the purchase order and redirects you to
the Purchase Order Detail page.

8

In the Inventory module, if you click the magnifying glass to the right of the "Paper Type" field, the
system displays the Paper Type Detail page. Additionally, the [Add] button appears on the Paper
Type List page directs you to the Paper Type Add page so you can successfully add a new paper
type.

875

In the Inventory module, the system now enables you to post Receiving-type inventory
transactions created from "Ship to Inventory" job shipments.

953

In the Inventory module, the system no longer changes inventory sizes when users log into
different companies.

966
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Inventory

In the Inventory module, the Inventory Valuation report (inventory-valuation.rpt) now correctly
displays the total value for items.

994

Accounts Receivable

In the Accounts Receivable module, the AR Detail report (aging-detail-report.rpt) now includes
data for companies other than Company 1 (Public).

1020

Purchase Order

In the Purchasing module, on the Purchase Order Setup page, the "Default Contact" field is now
an enumerated field. You can still use the Pick button to search for and select a contact.

554

In the Purchasing module, the Purchase Order report (purchase-order-r1.rpt) now displays the
Ship To contact details when you update the Purchase Order Detail page.

567

In the Purchasing module, when you duplicate a purchase order, the selective duplicate area
includes the correct spacing to display the PO lines.

60

Estimating

In the Estimating module, the system now correctly prints a Quote Letter report (quote-letter.rpt) if
you set your browser language to Polish.

570

In the Estimating module, the system now processes unforced number up values on the estimate
press differently for estimate parts that use the Multi-Web production type. Previously, for all
estimates, changes to the final size, fold pattern, or buy size of paper, etc. automatically unforce
the number across, along, and stagger on the estimate press to attempt to re-optimize the layout.
Now, for estimates with the Multi-Web production type, the system leaves the forced values in
place and displays a reminder message that the press includes forced values.

658

In the Estimating module, when you convert an estimate to a job, the system no longer creates
duplicate contacts (including "null") if the contact already exists in the system.

672

In the Estimating module, the system no longer displays an error when you add a quote letter. 714

In the Estimating module, the EFI Pace Navigator now correctly sorts the estimate parts based on
the estimate part ID.

718

In the Estimating module, the system now correctly updates values for "User Interface Set" job
production types.

733

In the Estimating module, when you view the product results on an estimate part, the system sorts
the results by product then activity code.

738

In the Estimating module, when you use production types, the system now correctly displays the
prepress operations from an estimate.

755

In the Estimating module, EFI Pace ensures that at least one estimate quantity, product and part
exist (as they are required) and you cannot delete the last of such items. The system also applies
these restrictions when processing item templates, as appropriate.

838
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Estimating

In the Estimating module, when you delete quantities, estimate products or estimate parts, the
system displays a warning if you try to delete all of the items for a specific estimate.

841

In the Estimating module, when you add a vendor to an estimate material, the Pick button now
correctly displays the vendor list.

843

In the Estimating module, when you add a quote letter (quote-letter.rpt) to an estimate, the system
defaults the "Print Price Grid" field to the appropriate setting on the quote letter type.

861

In the Estimating module, the drop-down list now correctly appears under the "Buy Size" fields
when you click the Pick button after you scroll the page.

862

In the Estimating module, when you delete an estimate part, the system no longer displays an
error.

876

In the Estimating module, when you delete an estimate part quantity, the system no longer
displays an error. If you try to delete the last quantity on a part, a warning message appears,
indicating that at least one quantity must exist.

876

In the Estimating module, you can now create new job product types without using production
type workflows.

902

In the Estimating module, when you set the same quantity twice on an estimate, the system no
longer switches the Cost and Sell amounts for the two quantities on the last page of the Estimate
Summary report (estimate-summary.rpt).

902

In the Estimating module, when you add or modify a paper type, you can now select any available
standard paper type.

908

In the Estimating module, the new field, "Force Quoted Price on Convert" now appears on the
Convert To Estimate page and is enabled by default. When this field is enabled, the system forces
the quoted price on the job part, mirroring previous system behavior. For workflows where you
convert an estimate containing quote items to a job and the invoice must display job part items as
invoice line items with pricing, you must disable the "Force Quoted Price on Convert" field.

961

In the Estimating module, when you calculate an estimate using a web press, the results now
display the paper makeready and run materials quantity in pounds.

964

General Ledger

In the General Ledger module, the Trial Balance report (trial-balance.rpt) no longer times out and
also returns the correct data.

165

Accounts Payable

In The Accounts Payable module, you can now post a specific check without an error message of
invalid value, and you can post vendor checks in a multi-company environment.

1032

In the Accounts Payable module, when you create new terms, the "Description" field is now
required.

13

Job Billing

In the Job Billing module, the system no longer displays a "credit" watermark on a zero net
invoice.

1045
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Job Billing

In the Job Billing module, the error message, "Unable to create invoice, Production status does
not allow edits" no longer appears when you try to post certain invoice batches.

677

In the Job Billing module, the Job Billing Register report (jobbilling-register.rpt) now displays all
invoices in a batch.

678

In the Job Billing module, the system now correctly calculates the sales distribution on an invoice
transaction when you set sales distribution to 'By Percentage'.

686

ePaceStation

In the ePaceStation module, you can now total queries with percentage fields by mean. 208

In the ePaceStation module, you no longer receive an Unfortunate Occurrence message when
you sort by the "Category" field on the Inquiry List page.

596

In the ePaceStation module, the system now enables you to search an inquiry without completing
all required fields. (You must, however, still complete all required fields to make any changes to
the inquiry.)

72

In the ePaceStation module, if you use an alternate date format for the company record, the
system now correctly formats the date you enter in the inquiry filters.

856

In the ePaceStation module, the system displays all items within the inquiry definitions when you
view inquiry results that include inactive items.

880

In the ePaceStation module, on the Inquiry Add page, the system now displays the multi-featured
[Add] button for the inquiry category.

885

Job Shipments

In the Job Shipments module, the 4 x 6 Shipping Label report (jobshipment-shipping-labels-46.rpt)
now properly displays the company logo.

1007

In the Job Shipments module, you can now add a Ship To Inventory shipment for a new inventory
item without receiving a quantity error.

162

In the Job Shipments module, when you duplicate a shipment from the Job Shipment Detail Direct
page, the system displays the Job Shipment Detail Direct page of the new job shipment instead of
the Job Shipment Detail page for the previous shipment.

518

In the Job Shipments module, the system no longer displays a "Check again" warning message
with no issue description when you add a shipment.

6

In the Job Shipments module, the system no longer displays an Unfortunate Occurrence error
message when you click on the "Create Job Shipments" link in the context menu.

645

In the Job Shipments module, when you set up a country date format pattern of dd/mm/yyyy, the
system now correctly populates the date on shipments.

685

In the Job Shipments module, when you set up a country date format of dd.mm.yyyy, the system
now correctly populates dates on shipments.

685

In the Job Shipments module, the Job Shipment Add page no longer displays an "Unable to parse
value:" error when shipment costs are set to a currency other than US dollars.

685
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Job Shipments

In the Job Shipments module, when you change the shipment type on a job shipment to a type
set to update the shipment date, the system updates the job part shipment date.

840

In the Job Shipments module, when you add a new job shipment and enter a new Ship To
contact, the system saves the information correctly when you update the shipment.

841

In the Job Shipments module, the system no longer displays the Shipment Add page for job-level
shipments if you did not enable the Job-Level Shipments feature.

864

In the Job Shipments module, the system correctly generates the Shipping Labels report
(jobshipment-shipping-labels.rpt) for job IDs with any length.

879

In the Job Shipments module, the system no longer displays the error, "Check again. A value is
required in this field," when you create shipments through the Job Shipment Add Direct page and
enter all required fields.

892

In the Job Shipments module, Ship To contact no longer reverts to a customer's default Ship To
contact after you update a job part on the shipment.

964

In the Job Shipments module, if you do not use legacy shipments, the Delivery Ticket report
(jobcontrol-delivery-receipt.rpt) now prints carton details in Skid ID order. If you do not enter skids
or use legacy shipments, then the report appears in the order you entered the shipments.

964

Custom Report Writer

In the Custom Report Writer module, the system now correctly loads the report viewer and report
when you run a report via the Interactive Viewer option.

724

In the Custom Report Writer module, the system prints the correct company logo on reports
based on the company you use, instead of the default (public) logo.

940

In the Custom Report Writer module, you can now connect to "My Network" custom report
locations using Windows 7 and XP operating systems.

954

Upgrade

In EFI Pace, the System Inspector successfully runs the Email Test – System. 742

FreightLink

In the FreightLink module, when you set up ship providers, the system properly displays the
realtime quote method fields for UPS and FedEx.

910

In the FreightLink module, the Redistribute Cost method for single part jobs is now optimized in
the system, which includes an increased timeout limit for processing FreightLink entries. This
optimization produces faster FreightLink transaction processing for shipments with a large number
of cartons.

952

In the FreightLink module, the FreightLink view correctly displays the Bill To contact information. 983
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Appliance

In EFI Pace, when you enable FreightLink, the system now uses a scheduled task to execute
FreightLink updates. In addition, you can now view the task on the system tools Task Monitor
under Scheduled Task Execution.

1004

In EFI Pace, the system now requires additional authentication to access the appliance logs,
webapp, and source folders.

837

Complete Offering

In EFI Pace, the system now correctly loads a report when you select "Interactive Viewer" as the
export type.

890

In EFI Pace, when you click the Print Preview button in the EFI Pace toolbar at the bottom of the
page, the system now displays a preview of the complete page.

965

JDF

In the JDF module, the system no longer displays a Null Pointer Exception (NPE) error when you
generate a JDF for a job part that contains a JDF type "Cover Application" finishing operation.

812

Single Object Import

In the Single Object Import module, the Single Object Import (SOI) tool now enables you to import
spreadsheets with numeric values in the filename to a User Defined Object (UDO) without
displaying a failure message.

1044

CRM

In the CRM module, when you click [Duplicate], the system now saves changes you make to a
contact on the Duplicate page.

630

In the CRM module, the estimate number hyperlink on an activity directs you to the Estimate
Detail pop-up page.

869

Network

In EFI Pace, the system no longer generates a 400 error when you add or manage a printer via
CUPS.

734

Customization Toolkit

In the Customization Toolkit module, when you check the box in the "Defaulting" field in the
Object Model Browser, the 'Value' field is now editable.

685

Pace Connect

In the PaceConnect module, the "PaceConnect URL" field/file picker on the PaceConnect tab now
updates the "Filename" and "File Type" fields after you select the file.

896
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Email Notification

In the Email Notification module, event handlers with notification actions tied to an invalid Twitter
account no longer produce an Unfortunate Occurrence error when the event is triggered. Instead,
the system logs the event to the proper WARN and ERROR section of the log file.

908

PC-Printable

In the PaceConnect-Printable integration, if you enable the Printable integration, the Job Part
Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now properly displays the printable job ticket information
under the SUMMARY OF PARTS section.

1015

Item Templates

In the Item Templates module, the system no longer displays an error when you duplicate an item
template with a plus sign (+) in the code.

50

In the Item Templates module, when you map job shipments in an item template, the system
correctly creates the shipment using the values defined in the setup.

662

JMF

In the JMF integration module, the system now correctly process the Return Queue Entry and
creates appropriate job cost transactions for media consumed.

1028

In the JDF/JMF integration module, the JMF Complete Job PaceConnect record now processes the
Return Queue Entries (RQE) successfully.

962

PrintFlow

In the PrintFlow module, the system no longer displays a license check error when you access
ROGO web scheduler with a different browser.

1049

User Defined Objects

In the User Defined Objects module, in the EFI Pace Object Model Browser, the system no longer
displays a "Resource not found" error message after you update an object.

74

Multi-Company

In the Multi-Company module, the system now enables you to add a new company without
encountering an error.

1019

C1/4/12:user/public/jobcontrol/releasenotes.rpt
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